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Cover Printing & Packaging Options

Chief engineer, Dave Daw in “Master Control” at Summit Sound Inc. 

“It’s always good to have a
second pair of ears to
review the final mix, and I
am very pleased with both
the mastering and excellent
cover design work you did
for us, on our most recent
release. Thanks again, we
were completely satisfied
with the CDs & cassettes!”

RESMER RECORDING
Pembroke, ON 

1-800-403-9755
www.summitsound.com

1-800-403-9755
www.summitsound.com
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Custom Compact Disc & Cassette Manufacturing

Compact Disc Cover Options

Many alternative packaging options are available, so if you don’t see
exactly what you’re looking for above, please call Summit Sound. 

Compact Disc & Cassette Packaging Specifications, Layout Sheets
(Including QuarkXpress layout templates for the Macintosh)
are available upon request. 

Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice

Cassette Cover Options

4/0,4/1 or 4/4 - CD Trayliner 4/0 or 4/1 - 1 Panel Flat Card 4/1 or 4/4 - “J-Card” 4”hx4”w

4/1 or 4/4 “J or U-Card” with multiple extra panels

4/1 or 4/4 - “U-Card” 4”hx5.563“w

4/1 or 4/4 - Multi-Panel Booklet

Black or White CD Envelope 

4/1 or 4/4 - 2 Panel Folder

4/1 or 4/4 - Extended Folder

“Thank-you for all the help and
advice on our latest project...
your assistance was greatly
appreciated. Summit Sound is a
good example of how a company
should treat it’s customers, and
we look forward to continuing to
do business with you.”

EMPIRE RECORDS
Inverary, ON

Summit Sound is somewhat
unique in the custom music
manufacturing business, because
they provide the vast majority of
services “In-House”.

You may be surprised to learn
that many of Summit’s competitors
subcontract everything out to the
lowest bidder. Since these
competitors don’t do any of the
work themselves, they are at the
mercy of their suppliers.

At Summit Sound, doing the
work “In-House” helps to control
production and delivery schedules,
while maintaining the very highest
level of product quality control. 

This control, ultimately helps
Summit create better products

whi le  providing improved
customer service.

At Summit when you need
information about the status of
your project, you can talk directly
to the people who are actually
doing the work!

This personal, attention to each
project, is why Summit Sound has
the privilege of providing complete
design, packaging & manufacturing
services to a long and very
discriminating list of recording
studios, record labels and inde-
pendent artists from coast to coast
in both Canada and the USA.

Nobody works harder than
Summit Sound to ensure that
you get quality products!

“In-House” Manufacturing Services 
Digital mastering in it’s

most basic form, is the step
in manufacturing following
mix-down to DAT or some
other digital format, where
this information is loaded
into a digital workstation
and a master “red book
compatible” CDR is created,
including the “P&Q” codes a
CD player uses to identify
selections, mutes and item
timing.

More advanced mastering
can be a very complex
process involving additional
compression & limiting,
(for louder CDs) EQ-ing,

stereo enhancement, and
even “cut & paste” editing.

In response to the growing
number of project studios
and independent artists
supplying Summit their
digital masters, in various
stages of readiness (and to
serve regular customers
better) Summit Sound
utilizes a “host assisted”
Power Mac “DAW” (digital
audio work station) with
PROTOOLS & MASTERLIST CD
software, plus numerous
digital processing “plug-ins“
by Digidesign’s many
innovative partners.

Digital Mastering Services 
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